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We consider the problem of bifurcation from homoclinic towards periodic orbits
for a periodic singular system of differential equations. We use a functional analytic
approach and the LyapunovSchmidt method to obtain a bifurcation function for
this problem which tends, as =  0+, to the well-known Melnikov function for the
bifurcation towards transverse homoclinic orbits. We also study the behavior of the
bifurcation functions as the period of the periodic orbit tends to infinity.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a system of ordinary differential equations like
u* =f (u, +) u # Rn (1)
and assume that (1) has, for +=0, an orbit #(t) homoclinic to a hyperbolic
equilibrium point. In a remarkable series of papers [8][10], Silnikov
studied the bifurcation from #(t) to a periodic orbit of the perturbed
system. Later, Silnikov’s result were extended to the infinite dimensional
case by other authors [2, 3]. All these authors studied this problem from
a geometric point of view, by considering the Poincare map as a combina-
tion of a rigid map along the homoclinic orbit for t in a bounded, large
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interval, and a map defined in a small, open neighborhood of the fixed
point. To the best of our knowledge, the first author who considered this
problem from an analytical point of view was Lin [6], who followed a
method developed first by Chow et al. [4] and Palmer [7] arranged so
that he could deal with periodic orbits. This approach allowed Lin to
obtain results stronger than Silnikov’s, showing the effectiveness of the
method.
In this paper we want to consider the problem of bifurcation to periodic
solutions in singular systems to O.D.E. like
=u* =f (u)+=g(t, u, =), g(t+2, u, =)=g(t, u, =) u # Rn (2)
when u* =f (u) has an orbit #(t) homoclinic to a hyperbolic equilibrium
point p. Putting t=={, $=dd{, system (2) reads
u$=f (u)+=g(={, u, =)
so that (2) can be thought of as a 2=-periodic perturbation with O(=)-
amplitude, of u* =f (u). We will show in Theorem 2 of Section 3 that, if a
certain Melnikov condition is satisfied, system (2) has, for any m1,
m # N, and = sufficiently small, a unique periodic solution of period 2m.
This Melnikov condition is the same guaranteeing the existence of a trans-
verse homoclinic orbit and does not involve any relations between the
eigenvalues of dfdu( p) as it was assumed in [6, 810] where the
autonomous case was studied. Note, also, that the existence of a transverse
homoclinic orbit implies chaotic behavior of a iterate of the Poincare map,
while, here, we actually show the existence of periodic points of all periods
for the Poincare map.
Let us briefly describe the content of the paper. In Section 2, following
an idea given in [6], we develop a linear theory that will be used later in
this paper. In Section 3, we reduce the problem of the existence of periodic
solutions of (2) to a finitedimensional one (see Theorem 1) and then
apply the LyapunovSchmidt method, to derive a set of bifurcation equa-
tions Gm(:, =)=0, which are defined for any m # N and = sufficiently small,
such that the existence of a periodic orbit of period 2m is equivalent to
solving Gm(:, =)=0 for :=:(=). This is done in Theorem 2 where we also
prove that our Melnikov condition implies that the equations Gm(:, =)=0
can be solved for :=:(=) for any =>0 sufficiently small and any m # N.
Actually, we show that, as =  0+, Gm(:, =) tends to a certain Melnikov
function, uniformly in m, and in the C1norm (C1 in :). In Section 4 we
consider the asymptotic behavior of the bifurcation functions Gm(:, =) as
m  + and prove in Theorem 3 that Gm(:, =) tends, for m  +, and
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uniformly in (:, =), to a function G(:, =) which characterizes the bifurca-
tion of #(t) to a homoclinic orbit of (2) (see [1]). Section 5 contains some
concluding remarks.
Let us now give a scientific model in which an equation like (2) arises.
Consider a mass attached to a spring and horizontally lying on a moving
ribbon with a periodic velocity v0+sin ?t, where v0 is a large positive con-
stant. This model can lead, for instance, to the equation
z +2$4z3&$2z+F(v0+sin ?t+z* )=0, (3)
where $>0 is a large positive constant and F # C3(R"[0], R) is a friction
between the mass and ribbon satisfying F(&w)=&F(w) and F(w)>0 for
w>0. Setting ==1$, z==x, y=z* , we obtain the system
=x* =y
=y* =x&2x3&=F(v0+sin ?t+y).
Now, if v0>32 then v0+sin ?:+tanh t sech t>0, and consequently, the
function
M(:)=|

&
F(v0+sin :+tanh t sech t) tanh t sech t dt
is a well-defined C3-function. Theorem 2 below implies that if M(:) has a
simple root :0 , i.e., M(:0)=0 and M$(:0){0, and $>0 is sufficiently
large, then there exists a 2m-periodic solution of (3) for any m # N.
This paper has been stimulated by [1], where the equation
=u* =f (u)+=2g(t, u, =) (4)
is studied and f, g satisfy conditions similar to ours. We note that in [1],
Eq. (4) is studied in connection with the forced Duffing equation
x +$2 sin x=sin t, $>>1.
Equations (4) and (2) are very similar, and the method of this paper can
be arranged so as to handle equations in the form (4) giving then the same
results (see remark (iii) of Section 5).
Finally let us give a brief summary of the main notations used in this
paper. Let I/R be an interval. By C rb(I, R
n) we mean the space of all Rn-
valued functions which are Cr on I and bounded together with their
derivatives. C rb(I, R
n) endowed with the norm &,&=supt # R |,(t)|, becomes
a Banach space. If X, Y are Banach spaces and L: X  Y is a linear map,
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RL and NL will denote the range and the kernel of L respectively. Finally,
if h(x, :, ;) and x(:) are Cr-functions, r1, h:(x(:), :, ;) will denote
the partial derivative of h with respect to : evaluated at the point (x(:), :, ;),
while h(x(:), :, ;): will be the partial derivative of h(x(:), :, ;) with
respect to : (i.e., hx(x(:), :, ;) } x$(:)+h:(x(:), :, ;)).
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
In this Section we recall the basic facts about exponential dichotomies
and give some results that will be used later in this paper.
Let A(t) be a n_n-matrix bounded on an interval JR, and X(t) be the
fundamental matrix of the linear system on Rn
x* (t)=A(t) x(t) (5)
satisfying X(0)=I (the identity matrix). We will say that (5) (or else X(t))
has an exponential dichotomy on JR, if there exist constants k1, $>0
and a projection P: Rn  Rn, such that
&X(t) PX&1(s)&ke&$(t&s), st, s, t # J
&X(t)(I&P) X&1(s)&ke$(t&s), ts, s, t # J.
In this paper we will assume that (5) has an exponential dichotomy on
both R+=[0, +) and R&=(&, 0] with the same constants k, $ and
projections P+ and P& respectively. Also, we will set Q\=I&P\ , and for
|>0
P\(|)=X(\|) P\ X&1(\|),
Q\(|)=X(\|) Q\ X&1(\|).
Let T>0 be a positive real number. We have the following result.
Lemma 1. Let (5) have an exponential dichotomy on R+ with constants
k, $ and projection P+. Then for any h(t) # C0b([0, T], R
n), .+ # RQ+(T ),
and ! # RP+, there exists a unique solution x(t) # C1b([0, T], R
n) of the
system
x* (t)=A(t) x(t)+h(t)
{Q+(T ) x(T )=.+ (6)P+x(0)=!.
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Moreover
&x&C(&h&+|.+ |+|!| ). (7)
Proof. From the variation of constants formula, any solution of the
first equation of (6) reads:
x(t)=X(t) x(0)+|
t
0
X(t) X&1(s) h(s) ds.
If this solution has to satisfy the second equality of (6) we must have:
.+=Q+(T ) X(T ) x(0)+|
T
0
Q+(T ) X(T ) X&1(s) h(s) ds
=X(T ) Q+x(0)+|
T
0
X(T ) Q+ X&1(s) h(s) ds
hence using also the third equation in (6):
x(t)=X(t)[P+x(0)+Q+ x(0)]+|
t
0
X(t) X&1(s) h(s) ds
=X(t) !+X(t) X&1(T) .+&|
T
0
X(t) Q+X&1(s) h(s) ds
+|
t
0
X(t) X&1(s) h(s) ds
=X(t)!+X(t) X&1(T ) .++|
t
0
X(t) P+X&1(s) h(s) ds
&|
T
t
X(t) Q+X&1(s) h(s) ds (8)
and x(t) is uniquely determined. Also from (8) we get
sup
t # [0, T]
|x(t)|k( |!|+|.+ |+2$&1 &h&). (9)
Finally it is not difficult to see that x(t), defined as in the last row of (8)
is C1 and satisfies (6). Thus, using (9) and the fact that x(t) satisfies
x* (t)=A(t) x(t)+h(t) we obtain x(t) # C1b([0, T), R
n) and (7).
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Remark. We have a similar result when the dichotomy is on R&. In
this case the system
x* (t)=A(t) x(t)+h(t)
{P&(T ) x(&T )=.& # RP&(T) (10)Q& x(0)=’.
has the unique solution in C1b([&T, 0)], R
n):
x(t)=X(t)’+X(t) X&1(&T) .&+|
t
&T
X(t) P&X &1(s) h(s) ds
&|
0
t
X(t) Q& X&1(s) h(s) ds. (11)
which satisfies
sup
t # [&T, 0]
|x(t)|k( |’|+|.&|+2$&1 &h&) (12)
Let X(T )=C0b([0, T], R
n) & C0b([&T, 0], R
n) be the space of bounded
functions on [&T, T] which are continuous on [&T, 0] and [0, T] with
a possible jump at t=0. X(T ) endowed with the norm &x&=supt # [&T, T]
becomes a Banach space.
The following result has been shown in [6].
Lemma 2. Assume that one has RQ+(T)RP&(T)=Rn for any
TT0 , T0>0 being a constant, and let RT : Rn  Rn be the projection such
that RRT=RP&(T ), and NRT=RQ+(T) for any TT0 . Assume further
that |RT | is bounded uniformly with respect to TT0 . Then, for any TT0 ,
given (!, ’) # RP+ _RQ& , h(t) # X(T ), and b # Rn, there exists a unique
x(t) # X(T ) (actually in C1b([0, T], R
n) & C1b([&T, 0], R
n)), which satisfies
on [&T, 0] and [0, T], separately, the system
x* (t)=A(t) x(t)+h(t)
{P+ x(0+)=!, Q&x(0&)=’ (13)x(T )&x(&T )=b.
Moreover such a solution, say x( } , !, ’, h( } ), b, T ), is linear in the argument
(!, ’, h( } ), b) (but not T) and satisfies
&x( } , !, ’, h( } ), b, T)&k[C1( |!|+|’| )+C2(&h&+|b| )] (14)
C1 , C2 being independent of TT0 .
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Proof. Note, first, that if x(t) is a solution of (13), we can set
.+=Q+(T ) x(T ) and .&=P&(T) x(&T ) and then x(t) satisfies (6) on
[0, T] and (10) on [&T, 0]. Then take .+ # RQ+(T ), .& # RP&(T) and
consider the solutions (8) of (6) and (11) of (10). The third equation of
(13) reads
.&&.+=X(T) !&X(&T) ’+|
T
0
X(T ) P+X &1(s) h(s) ds
+|
0
&T
X(&T ) Q&X&1(s) h(s) ds&b. (15)
We have
|X(T )!|+|X(&T)’|ke&$T( |!|+|’| )
(16)} |
T
0
X(T) P+X&1(s) h(s) ds }k$&1 &h&
} |
0
&T
X(&T) Q&X&1(s) h(s) ds }k$&1 &h&.
From the assumption RQ+(T)RP&(T)=Rn we obtain the existence of
unique .+=. +(!, ’, h, b, T) # RQ+(T ) and .&=. &(!, ’, h, b, T ) #
RP&(T ) satisfying (15). This together with the fact that x(t) satisfies (8)
and (11) on [0, T] and [&T, 0] respectively, implies the existence and
uniqueness of x(t) satisfying (13). Moreover, using (9), (12), we also have
&x&k( |!|+|’|+|. + |+|. & |+2$&1 &h&). (17)
Now, the right-hand side of (15) is linear in (!, ’, h(t), b); hence so are
. (!, ’, h, b, T ), . &(!, ’, h, b, T ). Moreover, using (15), (16), we see that
|. \(!, ’, h, b, T )|C[( |!|+|’| ) e&$T+2$&1&h&+|b|], (18)
C being a constant independent of TT0 . (18) and (17) imply then (14).
The linearity of x(t) with respect to (!, ’, h(t), b) follows from the fact that
. + and . & satisfy the same property and Eqs. (8), (11).
Remark. Assume that, in Eq. (13), h(t)=h(t, +) depends smoothly (i.e.,
Cr) on + and that h(t, +) and its derivatives are bounded functions on
[&T, T] with a possible jump at t=0. Then . + and . & , given by the
proof of Lemma 2, are Cr-functions of + whose derivatives satisfy estimates
similar to (18). This easily follows from (15).
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3. EXISTENCE OF SUBHARMONIC SOLUTIONS
In this Section we will consider the problem of existence of subharmonic
solutions to systems of O.D.E. like
=u* =f (u)+=g(t, u, =), u* =
du
dt
, u # Rn (19)
f (u), g(t, u, =), being C rb-functions in their arguments (r1), and g(t, u, =)
being 2-periodic in t (i.e. g(t+2, u, =)=g(t, u, =)). We assume that the
boundary layer problem
u* =f (u)
has a solution #(t) homoclinic to a hyperbolic equilibrium point p and,
moreover, that the variational system
u* (t)=A(t) u(t), A(t)=
df
dx
(#(t)) (20)
has the unique bounded solution #* (t). As p is hyperbolic the linear system
x* =
df
dx
( p)x (21)
has an exponential dichotomy on R with projection P0 that can be chosen
to commute with the fundamental matrix X0(t) of (21). Then (20) has an
exponential dichotomy on both R+ and R& with projections P+ , and P&
respectively, and the same constants k, $. From [7], we know that
|P\(|)&P0 |  0, as |  +, hence we can assume that =>0 is so small
that the condition RQ+(m=)RP&(m=)=Rn holds for any m1.
Moreover if Rm : Rn  Rn is the projection such that RRm=RP&(m=) and
NRm=RQ+(m=), we have |Rm&P0 |  0, as m  +, so that the norm
of Rm is bounded, uniformly in m # N. The assumption of Lemma 2 are
then satisfied with T0==&1 and hence, given any (!, ’) # RP+_RQ& ,
h(t) # Xm :=X(m=)=C 0b([0, m=], R
n) & C 0b([&m=, 0], R
n) and b # Rn, we
get the existence of a unique x(t) # Xm satisfying the system
{
x* (t)=A(t) x(t)+h(t)
P+ x(0+)=!, Q& x(0&)=’
x \m= +&x \&
m
= +=b,
(22)
together with the estimate
&x( } )&k[C1( |!|+|’| )+C2(&h&+|b| )].
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In the following, we will denote by .+(!, ’, h, b, =)=. +(!, ’, h, b, m=)
and .&(!, ’, h, b, =)=. &(!, ’, h, b, m=) the elements of RQ+(m=),
RP&(m=), respectively, whose existence has been proved in Lemma 2.
Setting x(t)=u(=t+:)&#(t), we obtain
x* =A(t)x+[ f (x+#(t))& f (#(t))&A(t)x+=g(=t+:, x+#(t), =)]. (23)
Now, if u(t) is a 2m-periodic solution of (19), x(t) will satisfy (23) together
with the ‘‘boundary condition’’
x \&m= +&x \
m
= +=# \
m
= +&# \&
m
= + .
Let bm(=)=#(m=)&#(&m=), and h(t, x, :, =)=f (x+#(t))&f (#(t))&
A(t)x+=g(=t+:, x+#(t), =). It is clear that
|bm(=)|Ce&$m=, \m1, &h( } , x, :, =)&2( |x| )|x|+N |=|, (24)
where C can be assumed to be the same constant as in (18) and
2(\) :=sup|x| <\ |dfdx(x+#(t))&dfdx(#(t))| being an increasing function
of \ such that 2(\)  0, as \  0. For any x(t) # Xm and =>0, define
.~ \(!, ’, x( } ), :, =)=.\(!, ’, h( } , x( } ), :, =), bm(=), =) (25)
where h( } , x( } ), :, =)(t)=h(t, x(t), :, =) and note that, from (18), (24) we
get
|.~ \(!, ’, x( } ), :, =)|C[( |!|+|’|+1) e&$m=
+2$&1[2(&x&)&x&+N |=| ]], (26)
where C can be assumed to be the same as in (18) and (24). Then consider
the map
Fm : (x( } ), !, ’, :, =) [ x^( } ) # Xm , (27)
where
x^(t)=X(t) !+X(t) X&1 \m= + .~ +(!, ’, x( } ), :, =)
+|
t
0
X(t) P+X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
&|
m=
t
X(t) Q+X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds (28)
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if t # [0, m=], while
x^(t)=X(t) ’+X(t) X&1 \&m= + .~ &(!, ’, x( } ), :, =)
+|
t
&m=
X(t) P&X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
&|
0
t
X(t) Q&X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds (29)
if t # [&m=, 0]. Let B(\)=[x # Xm | &x&<\] be the ball of radius \>0
centered at x=0 # Xm . We have
Theorem 1. There exists \>0 such that Fm : B(\)  B(\) is a contrac-
tion, uniform in (!, ’, :, =), provided |!|, |’|, and =>0 are sufficiently small.
Then there exists a unique fixed point xm( } , !, ’, :, =) of Fm . Such a fixed
point is smooth (i.e. Cr) in (!, ’, :) and satisfies
&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&2k[ |!|+ |’|+C( |!|+|’|+1) e&$m=
+2(C+1) $&1N |=|] (30)
for any m1. Moreover the derivatives of xm( } , !, ’, :, =) with respect to
!, ’, : are bounded, uniformly in (!, ’, :, =) and m1. Furthermore
&xm:( } , !, ’, :, =)&  0, as =  0+, uniformly in (!, ’, :) and m1.
Proof. Let \>0, and x1(t), x2(t) # B(\). Then, for t # [0, m=], we have
x^2(t)&x^1(t)=X(t) X&1 \m= + [.~ +(!, ’, x2( } ), :, =)&.~ +(!, ’, x1( } ), :, =)]
+|
t
0
X(t) P+ X&1(s)[h(s, x2(s), :, =)&h(s, x1(s), :, =)] ds
&|
m=
t
X(t) Q+X&1(s)[h(s, x2(s), :, =)&h(s, x1(s), :, =)] ds
and a similar equality holds for t # [&m=, 0]. Now, we know that .\ are
linear in (!, ’, h( } ), b), so, from (25) we get .~ +(!, ’, x2( } ), :, =)&
.~ +(!, ’, x1( } ), :, =) = .+(0, 0, h( } , x2( } ), :, =) & h( } , x1( } ), :, =), 0, =) and
hence, using (18) and the fact that .+ # RQ+(m=), .& # RP&(m=), we
obtain
&x^2( } )&x^1( } )&2k(C+1) $&1 &h( } , x2( } ), :, =)&h( } , x1( } ), :, =)&
2k(C+1) $&1(2(\)+N |=| )&x2( } )&x1( } )&. (31)
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(remind the definition of h(t, x( } ), :, =)). Moreover, using (18), (28), (29)
we easily get
&x^( } )&k[ |!|+|’|+C( |!|+|’|+1) e&$m=
+2(C+1) $&1(2(\) \+N |=| )]. (32)
Then, let 0<\<1, =>0 be small enough that 2k(C+1) $&1(2(\)+N |=| )<12.
From (32) it follows, then, that if |!|, |’|, and =>0 are sufficiently small,
Fm sends the ball B(\) into itself; moreover using (31) we see that Fm is
a contraction, uniform in (!, ’, :, =) (and the constant is also independent
of m). Hence Fm has a unique fixed point xm( } , !, ’, :, =) # Xm such that
&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&<\. As xm( } , !, ’, :, =) satisfies (28), (29) we also get
&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&
k[ |!|+|’|+C( |!|+|’|+1) e&$m=
+2(C+1) $&1N |=|+2(C+1) $&1(2(\)+N |=| )&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&]
k[ |!|+|’|+C( |!|+|’|+1) e&$m=+2(C+1) $&1N |=|]
+ 12 &xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&
from which we obtain (30).
Moreover, as h(t, x, :, =) is Cr in x, : and its derivatives are bounded
functions, from the remark following Lemma 2 we get that the map Fm is
Cr in (x( } ), !, ’, :) (see also [5]) and hence xm( } , !, ’, :, =) is Cr in
(!, ’, :). Thus we can take derivatives of both members of (28), (29) with
respect to :, !, ’ obtaining then
"xm: ( } , !, ’, :, =)"k }

:
.~ \(!, ’, xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =) }
+2k$&1 {"h: ( } , xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =)"
+"hx ( } , xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =)""
xm
:
( } , !, ’, :, =)"= .
(33)
Now, from the definition of h(t, x, :, =), we easily get
"h: ( } , xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =)"N |=|, (34)
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and
"hx ( } , xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =)""
f
x
(xm( } , !, ’, :, =)+#( } ))&
f
x
(#( } ))"
+|=| } "gx (=t+:, xm( } , !, ’, :, =)+#(t), =)"
2(&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&)+N |=|. (35)
Finally, using the linearity of .+ with respect to (!, ’, h( } ), b) and (34),
(35), we get
} : .~ \(!, ’, xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =) }
= } : .\(!, ’, h( } , xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =), bm(=), =) }
= }.\ \0, 0, : h( } , xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =), 0, =+ }
2$&1C } : h( } , xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =) }
2$&1C {N |=|+[2(&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&)+N |=| ] "xm: ( } , !, ’, :, =)"= .
(36)
As a consequence of (33)(36), we obtain
"xm: ( } , !, ’, :, =)"2k$&1(C+1) N |=|+2k(C+1) $&1[N |=|+2(\)]
} "xm: ( } , !, ’, :, =)" ,
and then, using 2k(C+1) $&1(N |=|+2(\))< 12 ,
"xm: ( } , !, ’, :, =)"4k(C+1) $&1N |=| (37)
so that &xm:( } , !, ’, :, =)&  0, as =  0+ uniformly in (!, ’, :) (and
m1). Similar arguments work for the derivatives of xm( } , !, ’, :, =) with
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respect to !, ’. The only difference, in this last case, is that one has to con-
sider the derivatives of X(t) !, X(t)’, and .~ \(!, ’, xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =)
with respect to !, ’. Owing to the linearity of .\(!, ’, h, b, =) and (18),
both the derivatives of .~ \(!, ’, xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =) and the derivatives of
X(t)!, X(t)’ are bounded. Hence the derivatives of xm( } , !, ’, :, =) with
respect to !, ’ will be bounded, but do not necessarily tend to zero as
=  0+. The proof is complete.
We are now able to show the following.
Theorem 2. Let (t){0 be the unique (up to a multiplicative constant)
bounded solution of the system adjoint to (20) and set
M(:)=|
+
&
*(t) g(:, #(t), 0) dt.
Assume that M(:) has a simple zero at :=:0 . Then, there exists =0>0 such
that, for any = # (0, =0), and m1, there exists :m(=) # R such that
lim
=  0+
:m(=)=:0
uniformly with respect to m1, and system (19) has a unique 2m-periodic
solution #m(t, =) satisfying
sup
t # [&m, m]
|#m(t, =)&#(=&1(t&:m(=)))|C |=|
C being a constant independent of = # (0, =0) and m1.
Proof. First of all note that the condition on M(:) does not depend on
the solution (t){0 of the system adjoint to (20), that we choose.
Secondly, as #(t) solves an autonomous system, we can also look, without
loss of generality, for a 2m-periodic solution of (19) that satisfies also the
phase condition <P+[#m(:, =)&#(0)], #* (0)>=0, for some : # R. Setting
x(t)=#m(=t+:, =)&#(t), it is now clear that searching for a 2m-periodic
solution of (19) is equivalent to finding a fixed point x(t) of Fm satisfying
also the conditions (P+x(0+), #* (0)) =0 and x(0+)&x(0&)=0. For any
! # S :=[! # RP+ | (!, #* (0))=0], and ’ # RQ& , take the unique fixed
point xm(t, !, ’, :, =) of Fm whose existence is stated in Theorem 1, and
consider the equation
xm(0+, !, ’, :, =)&xm(0&, !, ’, :, =)=0
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that reads also
!&’=|
0
&m=
P&X&1(s) h(s, xm(s, !, ’, :, =), :, =) ds
+|
m=
0
Q+X&1(s) h(s, xm(s, !, ’, :, =), :, =) ds
+X&1 \&m= + .~ &(!, ’, xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =)
&X&1 \m= + .~ +(!, ’, xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =) (38)
Let H m(!, ’, :, =) be the right-hand side of (38). We will apply Lyapunov
Schmidt procedure to solve eq. (38). Let  # Rn be such that []0=
RP++RQ& , ||=1. It is known that (t)=[X&1(t)]*  is a bounded
solution of the system adjoint to (20) and hence that |(t)|ke&$ |t|.
Projecting the right-hand side of (38) on RP++RQ&=SRQ&, we
obtain
!&’=H m(!, ’, :, =)&[*H m(!, ’, :, =)]  :=Hm(!, ’, :, =). (39)
In order to show that this equation has a solution !m(:, =) # S,
’m(:, =) # RQ& we need some properties of .~ \(!, ’, x( } ), :, =), and
xm(t, !, ’, :, =) as functions of !, ’. Changing x(t) with xm(t, !, ’, :, =) in
(26), we get
|H m(!, ’, :, =)|2k$&1[2(&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&)&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&+N |=|]
+2kC[( |!|+|’|+1) e&$m=+2$&1[2(&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&)
} &xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&+N |=| ]] (40)
so that lim|!|+|’|+=  0+ |H m(!, ’, :, =)|=0, uniformly with respect to : and
m1. Moreover, for any fixed =>0 the map H m(!, ’, :, =) is C r with
respect to (!, ’, :) and satisfies
lim
|!|+|’|+=  0+
H m
!
(!, ’, :, =)=0
lim
|!|+|’|+=  0+
H m
’
(!, ’, :, =)=0 (41)
lim
|!|+|’|+=  0+
H m
:
(!, ’, :, =)=0,
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uniformly in : and m1. In fact we have, for example,
} ! |
0
&m=
P& X&1(s) h(s, xm(s, !, ’, :, =), :, =) ds }
|
0
&m=
ke$s } hx (s, xm(s, !, ’, :, =), :, =) } } }
xm
!
(s, !, ’, : } =) }
k$&1[2(&xm( } , !, ’, :, =)&)+N |=|] "xm! (s, !, ’, :, =)" 0,
as |!|+|’|+=  0+, and
}X &1 \m= +
.~ \
!
(!, ’, xm( } , !, ’, :, =), :, =) }ke&$m=C  0,
as =  0+. Similar estimates hold for the derivatives of the other terms in
(38) and also for the derivatives with respect to ’, :. Actually, these
arguments together with (34)(37), allow us to show the stronger estimate
}H m: (!, ’, :, =) }C |=|. (42)
From the definition it follows that Hm(!, ’, :, =) satisfies the same estimates
as H m(!, ’, :, =). Set H m(!, ’, :, =)=!&’&Hm(!, ’, :, =). We have
lim
|!|+|’|+=  0+
H m(!, ’, :, =)=0,
lim
|!|+|’|+=  0+
H m
!
(!, ’, :, =)=IS ,
lim
|!|+|’|+=  0+
H m
’
(!, ’, :, =)=&IRQ& .
Hence, the Implicit Function Theorem gives the existence of a unique
couple of functions !=!m(:, =) # S, ’=’m(:, =) # RQ& which are Cr
in : for any fixed = and satisfy (39). This equation can be written as
!&’=H(!, ’, :, =)&H(0, 0, :, =)+H(0, 0, :, =). From (30), (39), (40) we
have |H(0, 0, : =)|C |=|, while H(!, ’, :, =)&H(0, 0, :, =)&(!, ’)&  0 as
=  0+, owing to (41). From this it is easily to obtain
|!m(:, =)|C |=|, |’m(:, =)|C |=| (43)
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C being independent of :, and m1. We will also need an estimate for the
derivatives of !m(:, =), ’m(:, =), with respect to :. Taking the derivative of
both sides of (39) with (!m(:, =), ’m(:, =)) instead of (!, ’) we get
Hm
:
(!m(:, =), ’m(:, =), :, =)
=_IS&Hm! (!m(:, =), ’m(:, =), :, =)&
!m
:
(:, =)
&_I RQ&+Hm’ (!m(:, =), ’m(:, =), :, =)&
’m
:
(:, =). (44)
From (42) it we obtain that the left-hand side of (44) is bounded by C |=|,
C being a constant independent of : and m1, and hence, using the fact
that [IS&Hm!(!m(:, =), ’m(:, =), :, =)] and [IRQ&&Hm’(!m(:, =),
’m(:, =), :, =)] tend to IS and IRQ & , respectively, we obtain
}!m: (:, =) }+ }
’m
:
(:, =) }C = (45)
C being independent of : # R and m1. Finally, set
{x^m(t, :, =)=xm(t, !m(:, =), ’m(:, =), :, =).^\(:, =)=.~ \(!m(:, =), ’m(:, =), xm(t, !m(:, =), ’m(:, =), :, =), :, =).
Note that, from (30), (26), one easily obtains that |.^\(:, =)|C |=| and
hence
lim
=  0+
|.^\(:, =)|=0 (46)
uniformly with respect to : and m1. The same conclusion holds even for
|.^\:(:, =)|. This easily follows from the definition of .^\, .~ \, the
linearity of .\ and the Eqs. (34), (37), and (45). Similarly we can show
that &x^m( } , :, =)&C0 |=| and &x^m:( } , :, =)&C0 |=|, because of the
properties of xm( } , !, ’, :, =) and its derivatives with respect to !, ’, :, and
(43), (45). The problem of finding 2m-periodic solutions to (19) is then
equivalent to solving the bifurcation equation G m(:, =)=0, where
G m(:, =)=*H m(!m(:, =), ’m(:, =), :, =)
=* \&m= + .^&(:, =)&* \
m
= + .^+(:, =)
+|
m=
&m=
*(s) h(s, x^m(s, :, =), :, =) ds.
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From (40), (43), we obtain
|G m(:, =)|C |=|
C being independent of : # R and m1. So consider the function
Gm(:, =)==&1G m(:, =). We have:
} =&1 _* \&m= + .^&(:, =)&* \
m
= + .^+(:, =)&}C=&1e&$m=  0,
as =  0+, and the same estimate holds for the derivative with respect to
: of =&1[*(&m=) .^&(:, =)&*(m=) .^+(:, =)] (see also (41), (43)).
Then consider
=&1 |
m=
&m=
*(s) h(s, x^m(s, :, =), :, =) ds
=|
m=
&m=
*(s) =&1[ f (x^m(s, :, =)+#(s))&f (#(s))&A(s) x^m(s, :, =)] ds
+|
m=
&m=
*(s) g(=s+:, x^m(s, :, =)+#(s), =) ds. (47)
Now, the first term of the right-hand side of (47) is bounded by a constant
times the quantity
|
m=
&m=
e&$ |s| ds =&12(&x^m( } , :, =)&)&x^m( } , :, =)&C $&12(&x^m( } , :, =)&)
which tends to zero, as =  0+, uniformly in : and m1 owing to (30).
The same estimate holds for the derivative of the first term with respect to
: because of (37), (45). Finally we show that
lim
=  0+ |
m=
&m=
*(s) g(=s+:, x^m(s, :, =)+#(s), =) ds
=|
+
&
*(s) g(:, #(s), 0) ds=M(:)
this convergence holding together with the derivatives with respect to :. To
prove this note, first, that
} |

m=
*(s) g(:, #(s), 0) ds }Nk $&1e&$m=
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and a similar estimate holds for the quantities &m=& *(s) g(:, #(s), 0) ds,
m= *(s) gt(:, #(s), 0) ds, 

m= *(s) gt(:, #(s), 0) ds. Then we have
} |
m=
&m=
*(s)[ g(=s+:, x^m(s, :, =)+#(s), =)&g(:, #(s), 0)] ds }
|
m=
&m=
C e&$ |s|N(= |s|+&x^m(s, :, =)&+=) ds
=C1 |

&
( |s|+1) e&$ |s| ds  0, as =  0+ (48)
and a similar estimate holds for the derivative with respect to : (it is suf-
ficient to change g with gt in (48) because of (30), (43), and the definition
of x^m(t, :, =)). Then, if M(:) has a simple zero at :=:0 , i.e. M(:0)=0{
M$(:0)), the equation Gm(:, =)=0 will have, for 0<==0<<1, a simple
zero at :m(=)&:0 (i.e. :m(=)  :0 as =  0+) because of the convergence of
Gm(:, =) to M(:) in the C 1-topology. The proof is complete.
4. AN ASYMPTOTIC RESULT
As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2, the problem of existence of
2m-periodic solutions to (19) is equivalent to the study of the bifurcation
equation Gm(:, =)=0. In the same proof we have also seen that the bifurca-
tion function Gm(:, =) tends, as =  0, to the Melnikov function M(:),
uniformly in m, and in the C1-norm (C1 in :). It is also interesting to
consider the behavior of Gm(:, =), for fixed =>0, as m  +. This is the
content of the following.
Theorem 3. The bifurcation functions Gm(:, =) tend, for m  +, and
uniformly in (:, =), to a function G(:, =) which characterizes the bifurcation
of #(t) to a homoclinic orbit #(t, =) of system (19). Moreover if the condition
M(:0)=0{M$(:0) holds, the equation G(:, =)=0 has a unique solution
:(=) in a neighborhood of :0 and we have limm   :m(=)=:(=) uniformly
in =.
Proof. Let us first make some considerations. It is known [1] that
orbitally close to #(t) there exists a unique bounded solution to (19) such
that supt # R |#(t, =)&#(=&1(t&:))|  0 as =  0+ and #(t, =) has a jump at
t=0 in the direction of * given by:
|
+
&
*(t) h(t, #(=t+:, =)&#(t), :, =) dt :=G(:, =).
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A proof of this fact can also be obtained by following the same arguments
given in the proof of Theorem 1. In this case we do not even have to bother
with the terms .\ as, setting x(t)=u(=t+:)&#(t), the map we have to
consider is
F(x( } ), !, ’, :, =)(t)=x^(t) # X :=C 0b((&, 0], n) & C
0
b([0+), n)
where
x^(t)=X(t)!+|
t
0
X(t) P+ X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
&|
+
t
X(t) Q+X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
if t0, while
x^(t)=X(t) ’+|
t
&
X(t) P&X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
&|
0
t
X(t) Q&X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
if t0. Then, as in Theorem 1, it can be shown that F has a unique fixed
point x(t, !, ’, :, =) # B(\)/X , B(\) being the ball centered at
0 # X and of radius \. Moreover x(t, !, ’, :, =) satisfies an estimate
similar to Eq. (30) that is
&x( } , !, ’, :, =)&2k[ |!|+|’|+2(C+1) $&1N |=|].
Now, of course, X /Xm , for any m1 and the inclusion is continuous.
Let !m , ! # S, ’m , ’ # RQ& be small, and consider the difference
&xm( } , !m , ’m , :, =)&x( } , ! , ’ , :, =)&m
& }&m-being the norm in Xm . Let .~ \ be the solution of Eq. (15) with
!=! , ’=’ , h(t)=h(t, x(t), :, =), and b=0. As xm( } , !m , ’m , :, =),
x( } , ! , ’ , :, =) are fixed points of Fm , F respectively, we have
&xm( } , !m , ’m , :, =)&x( } , ! , ’ , :, =)&m
&Fm(xm( } , !m , ’m , :, =), !m , ’m , :, =)
&Fm(x( } , ! , ’ , :, =), !m , ’m , :, =)&m
+&Fm(x( } , ! , ’ , :, =), !m , ’m , :, =)
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&F(x( } , ! , ’ , :, =), ! , ’ , :, =)&m

1
2
&xm( } , !m , ’m , :, =)&x( } , ! , ’ , :, =)&m
+k[ |!m&! |+|’m&’ |+max[ |.~ \(!m , ’m , x( } ), :, =)&.~ \ |]
+k max {} |
+
m=
X \m= + Q+X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds+.~ + } ,
}.~ &&|
&m=
&
X \&m= + P&X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds }= (49)
where we neglect dependence on (!m,  , ’m,  , :, =) to simplify the nota-
tion. From (14), (20) and the linearity of .\ we get
|.~ \(!m , ’m , x( } ), :, =)&.~ \ |C( |!m&! |+|’m&’ |+1) e
&$m=
(50)
hence
&xm( } )&x( } )&m
2k(Ce&$m=+1)( |!m&! |+|’m&’ | )+2kCe&$m=
+2k max {} |
+
m=
X \m= + Q+X &1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds+.~ + } ,
}.~ &&|
&m=
&
X \&m= + P& X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds }= (51)
Now, using (15) with b=0, we easily get
.~ &&|
&m=
&
X \&m= + P&X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
&{.~ ++|

m=
X \m= + Q+X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds=
=_X \m= + !+|
m=
0
X \m= + P+X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
&|
+
m=
X \m= + Q+X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds&
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&_X \&m= + ’+|
&m=
&
X \&m= + P&X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds
&|
0
&m=
X \&m= + Q&X&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds&
=x \m= +&x \&
m
= + .
Moreover .~ &&
&m=
& X(&m=) P&X
&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds # RP&(m=)
and .~ ++

m= X(m=) Q+ X
&1(s) h(s, x(s), :, =) ds # RQ+(m=). So, as the
projection Rm : R
n  Rn such that RRm=RP&(m=) and NRm=
RQ+(m=) is bounded uniformly in m # N, we can estimate the last term in
(51) by means of |x(m=)&x(&m=)|. Now, besides the solution
#(t) :=x(t)+#(t), the system u* =f (u)+=g(=t+:, u, =) has, for any
0<=<<1 and for any : in a neighborhood of :0 , a unique 2=-periodic
solution ,(t, :, =) near the fixed point u=p, i.e. &,(t, :, =)&p&  0, as
=  0+ and the same holds for the derivative of ,(t, :, =) with respect to :.
As such a periodic solution is hyperbolic and has the saddle-point
property, we get lim|t|   |#(t)&,(t, :, =)|=0, this being uniform in
(! , ’ , :, =). Moreover ,(m=, :, =)=,(&m=, :, =) because of periodicity;
thus
}x \m= +&x \&
m
= +} } # \
m
= +&, \
m
=
, :, =+}+ } # \&m= +&# \
m
= +}
+}, \&m= , :, =+&# \&
m
= +} 0
as m  + uniformly in (! , ’ , :, =). As a consequence
&xm( } , !m , ’m , :, =)&x( } , ! , ’ , :, =)&m
2k(Ce&$m=+1)( |!m&! |+|’m&’ | )+2kCe&$m=
+C }x \m= , ! , ’ , :, =+&x \&
m
=
, ! , ’ , :, =+} 0, (52)
as |!m&! |+|’m&’ |  0 and m  + uniformly with respect to
|! | , |’ |<\, : # R, m1 and 0<=<=0 . Then, let
H (! , ’ , :, =) :=|
0
&
P& X&1(s) h(s, x(s, ! , ’ , :, =), :, =) ds
+|
+
0
Q+ X&1(s) h(s, x(s, ! , ’ , :, =), :, =) ds.
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In order to find the solution #(t, =)=x(t, =)+#(=&1(t&:(=))) of system
(19), we need to solve the equation
!&’=H (! , ’ , :, =)
in (! , ’) # S_RQ&. We have
|H m(! , ’ , :, =)&H (! , ’ , :, =)|
2k$&1[2(\)+N |=|]&xm( } , ! , ’ , :, =)&x( } , ! , ’ , :, =)&m
+kC }x \m= , ! , ’ , :, =+&x \&
m
=
, ! , ’ , :, =+} 0,
as m  
uniformly with respect to (! , ’ , :, =). So, let (!(:, =), ’(:, =)) # S_RQ&
be the unique solution of the equation
!&’=H (! , ’ , :, =)&*[H (! , ’ , :, =)], (53)
thus
lim
m  
|!m(:, =)&!(:, =)|+|’m(:, =)&’(:, =)|=0 (54)
uniformly in (:, =). So, setting x^(t, :, =)=x(t, !(:, =), ’(:, =), :, =), we
easily get
lim
m  
&x^m( } , :, =)&x^( } , :, =)&m=0
uniformly in (:, =). Then, let
G (:, =) :=*H (!(:, =), ’(:, =), :, =)
=|
+
&
*(t) h(t, x^(t, :, =), :, =) dt
and G(:, =)==&1G (:, =). We have limm   |G m(:, =)&G (:, =)|=0
and then
lim
m  
|Gm(:, =)&G(:, =)|=0, (55)
uniformly with respect to (:, =). In fact, as
&x^m ( } , :, =)&mC |=|, &x^( } , :, =)&C |=|,
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we have
1
= } |
+m=
&m=
*(t) h(t, x^m(t, :, =), :, =) dt&|
+m=
&m=
*(t) h(t, x^(t, :, =), :, =) dt }
=&1 |
+m=
&m=
|*(t)| |h(t, x^m(t, :, =), :, =)&h(t, x^(t, :, =), :, =) } dt
2k$&1=&1[C |=|+N |=|] &x^m( } , :, =)&x^( } , :, =)&m  0 as m  ,
while
=&1 } |
+
m=
*(t) h(t, x^(t, :, =), :, =) dt+* \m= + .^+(:, =) }
==&1 }*X(0) Q+X&1 \m= +}
} } |
+
m=
X \m= + Q+X&1(t) h(t, x^(t, :, =), :, =) dt+.^+(:, =) }
C=&1e&$m= } } |
+
m=
X \m= + Q+X&1(t) h(t, x^(t, :, =), :, =) dt
+.^+(:, =) } 0,
as m   and a similar estimate holds for
=&1 } |
&m=
&
*(t) h(t, x^(t, :, =), :, =) dt&* \&m= + .^&(:, =) } .
From (55) we obtain then
|G(:m(=), =)|=|G(:m(=), =)&Gm(:m(=), =)|  0, as m  
uniformly with respect to =. As a consequence
lim
m  
:m(=)=:(=)
uniformly in =. The proof is complete.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
(i) It is also possible to show that the convergence of Gm(:, =) to
G(:, =) holds in the C1-norm with respect to :.
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(ii) Consider the period 2 Poincare -map >: of system =u* =
f (u)+=g(t+:, u, =) that we obtain from (19) changing t with t+:. Of
course all these maps are equivalent each other, however let us consider
them as different maps. The statements of Theorems 2 and 3 say that the
map >:m(=) has a 2m-periodic point while >:(=) has a (transverse)
homoclinic orbit. Moreover :m(=) tends to :(=). This resembles to a
cascade bifurcation of periodic towards a homoclinic orbit and suggest
chaotic behavior of the Poincare map (and not of just one of its iterates).
The reason of this is the factor = multiplying the derivative. In fact the
chaotic behavior arises near the bifurcating orbit #(t, =) which stays close
to #(=&1(t&:(=))) and this moves very quickly, for =<<1, towards the
fixed point. This means that #(t, =) spends most of the time near the fixed
point and we do not need to iterate the Poincare map several times to get
periodic solutions.
(iii) The methods of this paper can be extended to study more general
systems like
=u* = f (u)+=pg(t, u, =), u # Rn
where p is a positive integer and f (u), g(t, u, =) satisfy the same assumptions
as in Section 2. In fact in this case, Eqs. (24), (26), (30)(32), (34)(37),
(40) hold with N |=|p instead of N |=|. This implies that &x^m( } , :, =)&=
O( |=| p) and &x^m:( } , :, =)&=O( |=| p) uniformly in :. As a consequence we
are now led to consider the function Gm(:, =)==&pG m(:, =), which is well-
defined and tends to the function M(:)=+& *(t) g(:, #(t), 0) dt.
Similarly, one can see that |!(:, =)|, |’(:, =), &x^( } , :, =)&, and
&x^:( } , :, =)& are all O( |=p| ), uniformly in : and one can repeat the
argument of the proof of Theorem 3 to obtain the same result.
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